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ABSTRACT - “Federal Aviation Administration Rigid & Flexible Iterative Layered Elastic Design (FAARFIELD)” software is considered one of the most effective software for airport pavement design. FAARFIELD considers the cumulative damage factor (CDF) in the subgrade for the design of airport pavement layers. Though the software can calculate the damage within hot mix asphalt (HMA) layer, limited work was conducted to evaluate impact of aircraft types and pavement design on the fatigue within HMA layer. This paper investigates the impact of different aircraft models on pavement thickness design, subgrade CDF and HMA CDF for different classes of subgrade. The paper identifies the cases where the design will be controlled by the subgrade damage and the cases where the design will be controlled by HMA damage.

It was found that the A350-900 had the most severe impact on HMA CDF, followed by B777-300, A380, B747-400 then A350-1000. The HMA CDF for the air craft mix is much lower than the HMA CDF of the individual heavy aircrafts. For weak subgrade, the design was controlled by the subgrade damage while for strong subgrade the design was controlled by HMA damage. For CBR of 3 and 6, the total pavement thickness will be generally high to protect the subgrade and prevent HMA CDF for mixed air traffic. For stronger subgrade (CBR of 10 and 15), the HMA CDF was more than one for all cases of loading when the design was based only on subgrade CDF. Increasing base layer thickness, resulted in reducing HMA CDF for all aircraft models. The traffic mix needed the lowest increase in base thickness to assure safe design against HMA fatigue. A350-900 needed the highest increase in base layer thickness for subgrade with CBR of 10 while A350-1000 needed the highest increase in base layer thickness for subgrade CBR of 15.
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1 INTRODUCTION

“Federal Aviation Administration Rigid & Flexible Iterative Elastic Layer Design (FAARFIELD)” software was developed by Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and it is considered one of the most effective software for airport pavement design [1].

In FAARFIELD, the design process for flexible pavement considers two modes of failure: vertical strain in the subgrade and horizontal strain in the asphalt layer made of hot mix asphalt (HMA).

Limiting subgrade vertical strain is intended to prevent subgrade rutting. Limiting the horizontal strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer guards against pavement failure initiated by cracking of the asphalt surface layer [1]. By default, FAARFIELD computes only the vertical subgrade strain for flexible pavement thickness design. However, the user has the option of enabling the asphalt strain. Advisory Circular (AC) 5320 6F states that “In most cases the thickness design is governed by the subgrade strain criterion however it is good engineering practice to perform the asphalt strain check for the final design.”[1]

One of the outputs from FAARFIELD is the damage factor for each aircraft in the traffic mix along with the Cumulative Damage Factor (CDF) for the overall pavement structure. However, this CDF is based only on subgrade CDF. CDF is the amount of the structural life of a pavement that has been used up. CDF is the ratio of applied load repetitions to allowable load repetitions to failure [1-3]. When CDF = 1, Pavement used up all of its life. When CDF < 1, Pavement have some life remaining, and the value of CDF will give the fraction of the life used. When CDF > 1, all of the life has been used up and the pavement will fail before its target design life. Recent research evaluated the impact of different aircraft models on Subgrade CDF, for subgrade of CBR of 10 only [2].

Some researchers reported that fatigue life is not a major concern for airports compared to roads, because of the limited number of load repetition [4]. However, it was reported that fatigue cracking was one of the problems encountered and caused the need to rehabilitate Beijing Capital Airport (BCA) in China [5].

Limited work was conducted to evaluate the impact of different aircraft models on subgrade CDF and HMA CDF for different classes of subgrade. Limited work was conducted to understand the impact of aircraft model on the final design based on HMA CDF compared to the design based on subgrade CDF.
2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The aim of this paper is to develop in depth understanding of airport flexible pavement design using FAARFIELD, with emphasis on the fatigue life of the hot mix asphalt. The paper investigates the impact of aircraft models on subgrade CDF and HMA CDF for different classes of subgrade. The paper evaluates the sensitivity of HMA CDF to pavement thickness. The paper identifies the cases where the design will be controlled by the subgrade damage and the cases where the design will be controlled by HMA damage and the options for enhancing the design.

3 METHODOLOGY

The study focused on evaluating the subgrade CDF and HMA CDF under different cases of subgrade quality, aircraft models and aircraft traffic mix. For each case of subgrade and traffic loading, the pavement was designed based on subgrade CDF, the base layer thickness was compared for different cases of loading and subgrade and then HMA CDF was checked. In case of HMA CDF failures (HMA CDF >1), the design was altered by varying the thickness of the base layer tell reaching safe thickness for fatigue in HMA.

3.1 Subgrade classes

The research evaluated 4 levels of subgrade quality; mainly CBR of 3, 6, 10 and 15. This correspond to the four subgrade strength categories of A, B, C and D used in ICAO and AC No: 150/5335-5C to classify the strength of the subgrade [6]. In this classification CBR of 15 presents high strength subgrade, CBR of 10 presents medium strength subgrade, CBR of 6 presents low strength subgrade and CBR of 3 presents ultra-low strength subgrade [6].

3.2 Air traffic mix:

The study evaluated the impact of different aircrafts on pavement design using both single aircraft and aircraft mix. The benefit of studying single aircraft is that it gives opportunity to understand the pavement behavior under different aircraft loading conditions. The benefit of studying the aircraft mix is that it simulates the actual situation in most airports, where several models of aircrafts are using the airport. The FAARFIELD produces the HMA CDF for the overall mix, while it produces the relative subgrade damage for each aircraft in the traffic mix and the overall subgrade CDF. Evaluating each aircraft model individually enabled understanding the relative effect of each aircraft model on HMA Fatigue.

Table 1 presents the characteristics and weights of the evaluated air crafts. Figure 1 present the wheel configuration of the main aircrafts evaluated in the study. 10 different cases of loading were evaluated. The evaluated loading cases used during the study are presented in Table 2. All cases were evaluated for 100,000 annual departures and design life of 20 years.

A350-900 was compared with B777 as both are market competitors [7]. The A350-1000 is Airbus largest Wide Body aircraft in the twin-aisle category. The A350-900 is smaller than the A350-1000 in dimension. A350-1000 has 12 wheels on the main gear compared to 8 wheels on the A350-900 model [8].

A380 was selected for the study because it is the world’s largest passenger aircraft [9]. B737 and A320, B747, B777 and A330 were chosen as they present the top five seller aircrafts in the world [10].

A340-500,600 was reported to cause the most damaging impact on the subgrade. However, it was not considered in the study because Airbus announced terminating the production of the A340 in 2011 [11]. A320 had the lowest wheel load, and A350 900 had the highest wheel load, as presented in Table 1.

3.3 Pavement thickness

The starting level for the thickness is the minimum structure standard thickness assuming 4 in HMA as wearing course + 5 in HMA (P-401) as stabilized base course + 6 in high quality granular base (P-209) as shown in Figure 2. The final thickness for the base layer was defined for each case of analysis (Aircraft mix, number of load repetition and subgrade CBR).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Aircraft Model/$</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A380</td>
<td>One single aircraft, presents 100% of the stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A321-200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>100% A330-200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A 350-900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A 350-100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>B 737-800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>B 777-300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>B 747-400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Aircraft mix, each of the evaluated models present 11.1%</td>
<td>Traffic mix</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 Design Software

FAARFIELD 1.42.003 was used in the analysis. FAARFIELD was released September 30, 2009. Current version is FAARFIELD 1.42 as of September 2018. Advisory Circular (AC) 5320 6F states that “A fixed modulus value for hot mix surfacing is set in the program at 200,000 psi” which is the value used in the analysis. The modulus of the binder asphalt course (stabilized base course) is fixed by the software to 400,000 psi [1]. Starting thickness is the minimum thickness of the layers as defined in AC 5320 6F (4 in for HMA surface layer and 5 in for HMA stabilized base course) [1]. Fig. 2 shows the pavement structure that was used initially for the Design.

FAARFIELD software alters only the thickness of one layer during flexible pavement design, and use the same thickness for the top layer (wearing and binder asphalt layers).

3.5 Steps of the Analysis

The steps of the analysis are:
A. Initial pavement structure is defined for software, along with the loading aircrafts.
B. For all runs, HMA CDF was calculated and automatic base design option is enabled, as shown in Fig. 3. The arrow beside the base layer, reflect that this is the layer that will be altered during the design, and the other layers will stay as initially included in the design.
C. If the HMA CDF is less than 1, this reflects safe design, then the design is completed.
D. If the HMA CDF is more than one, this means that the design is safe for subgrade, however it is unsafe for HMA fatigue. Fig. 4 shows one run, where the design thickness is safe to protect the subgrade, however the HMA CDF is 3.39, reflecting failure in HMA fatigue.

In such case,
- The software is used in design life mode
- At each subgrade strength level, thickness of base layer was altered and HMA CDF was calculated, and compared for different air craft models, tell HMA CDF is less than 1.
- Impact of base layer thickness on HMA CDF was calculated for several options:
E. Comparison between different loading conditions for their impact on base layer thickness, HMA CDF, and final design thickness was conducted.
4 RESULTS and ANALYSIS

4.1 Sensitivity of Base Layer Thickness to Aircraft Mix based on Subgrade CDF

Fig. 5 shows the base layer thickness, based on the design from FAARFIELD. This design takes into consideration only the subgrade CDF. Increasing the CBR from 3 to 15 resulted in reducing the base layer thickness by about 75% for different loading conditions. A380 and B747-800 needed exactly same thickness for subgrade CBR of 6, 10 and 15. At ultra-low strength subgrade (CBR =3), A380 needed slightly more thickness (10 % increase) in base layer compared to the B747-800.

B777-300 resulted in the highest thickness of the base layer for case of CBR of 3, 6 and 10. A350-900 resulted in the highest pavement thickness in case of CBR of 15. A320 required the smallest pavement thickness for all CBR values. Using a traffic mix consisting of 11% of each aircraft did not result in significant reduction in the thickness for case of strong subgrade. For subgrade of 3, the base layer thickness was 46.8 inch for the traffic mix compared to 54 in case of using 100% of the traffic of B777-300, about 15% reduction in base layer thickness.

The evaluated aircrafts had different landing gear configuration, as presented in Fig. 1, and wander should distribute the load over wider area. For strong subgrade, the base layer thickness was small and the interaction between the wheels at the subgrade levels resulted in that the air traffic mix needed similar thickness as that used for 100% of the heaviest aircraft.

The relative effect between different aircrafts on subgrade CDF can be examined by investigating the CDF, as presented in Fig. 6 and 7, for the mixed air craft mix. Figure 6-A shows that for weak subgrade (CBR =3), only 2 aircrafts controlled the CDF and showed impact on the subgrade, namely A350-1000 which contributed 92% of the damage and the A380-belly gear (body landing gear, 12 wheels) which contributed 34% of the damage, without any significant damage contributed from the other aircrafts. It must be noted that the A380 body gear is narrower than the A350-1000 gear. It is also noted that the aircraft that needed the biggest pavement thickness (B777-300)
did not show impact on CDF once it is part of aircraft fleet for weak subgrade.

Figure 6-B (for CBR = 6) shows that the major impact on the CDF was contributed by A350-1000, which contributed 73% of the damage factor. The other aircrafts that affected the damage were (B747-400), which contributed 18% of the damage followed by the A380 that contributed 14% followed by A350-900 that contributed 7% of the damage. The different locations of the damage are resulting from the different wheel configurations of aircraft wheels in the different models.

Figure 7-A shows that the major impact on the subgrade CDF was contributed by A350-900, 92% of the damage, followed by B747-400 which contributed 5% in the CDF.

Figure 7-B shows that the major aircraft that contributed to the damage for strong subgrade with CBR of 15 was A350-900, which contributed to almost all the damage (100%) and controlled the design. A350-900 had the highest wheel load, and with thin pavement resulting from the strong subgrade, it had the most damaging impact on the subgrade.

In literature, B777 and B747 traffic loading did not differ significantly for their effect on subgrade [12]. However here in this analysis, B747 had more damaging effect on the subgrade compared to B777 and the relative impact between the different aircraft model is dependent on the subgrade strength.

4.2 Impact of aircraft type on HMA CDF for sections designed based on subgrade CDF

The HMA CDF for all evaluated aircrafts is presented in Fig.7. These values are based on the design that resulted from FAAFIELD with Subgrade CDF = 1.

For weak subgrade (CBR of 3), HMA CDF was lower than one (1) for all aircraft models and for the mixed air traffic mix. The pavement thickness was enough to protect the subgrade and assure also protection for the HMA layer for all aircraft types.

For subgrade with CBR of 6, the A320 caused the highest HMA damage, with HMA CDF of 2.5. This reflects that based on subgrade CDF, the needed pavement thickness for the A320 was the smallest, but it was not enough to protect against pavement fatigue. It was found also that the design thickness for A321, A330, A350-900 and B737-800 was not enough to protect against fatigue. These air crafts has low weight per wheel compared to the other aircrafts, however, the resulted design thickness based on subgrade CDF was not enough to protect the HMA from fatigue. HMA CDF for heavy aircraft likes A380-800 and B747-400 was lower than 1, which means pavement structure is safe against HMA fatigue. For both CBR of 3 and 6, the mixed air traffic resulted in a thickness which was safe for HMA fatigue.

For stronger subgrade (CBR of 10 and 15), the HMA CDF was more than one for all cases of loading when the design was based only on subgrade. For CBR of 10, the B737 had the highest damaging impact on HMA layer followed by A350-1000. Both aircraft had similar landing gear configuration.

The HMA CDF for the air craft mix is much lower than the HMA CDF of the individual heavy aircrafts, which reflect the
wide variation of the stresses over wider area due to different aircrafts landing gear configurations.

It was found that the impact of the different aircraft varied based on the subgrade strength. For example, A350-900 had more severe impact on HMA CDF for subgrade of CBR of 6, however A350-1000 had more severe impact on HMA CDF for cases of CBR of 10 and 15.

![Design based on Subgrade CDF only](image)

**Fig. 8: Impact of different aircraft on HMA CDF, for designed sections**

**4.3 Impact of aircraft type on HMA CDF for sections of similar thickness**

All the HMA CDF results presented so far are for cases where the thickness was designed by the software based on subgrade CDF. This means that the base layer thickness is different for different cases. To improve the understanding about the impact of the different aircraft model on pavement sections with the same thickness, the thickest design for all aircrafts was used and HMA CDF was evaluated. The base layer thickness used was 34.5, 20.5 and 15.5 inches for Subgrade CBR of 6, 10 and 15 respectively. Because HMA CDF was safe for all cases of Subgrade CBR of 3, it was not included in this analysis, as the HMA CDF results for this subgrade were far below one. The HMA CDF for the cases of similar base layer thickness is presented in Fig. 9. It was found that the A350-900 had the most severe impact on HMA CDF, followed by B777-300, A380, B747-400 then A350-1000. Once the comparison is for the same section, the rank of the aircraft is almost the same for all subgrade strength levels. Also for the same thickness, using a mix of the aircrafts resulted in reducing HMA CDF from 2.04 and 5.95 to 0.82 and 2.4 for subgrade of CBR of 10 and 15 respectively.

![Comparison for Fixed Base Thickness](image)

**Fig. 9: Impact of different aircraft on HMA CDF, for same base thickness for each subgrade**

**4.4 Sensitivity of HMA CDF to base layer thickness**

Fig. 10, 11 and 12 show the impact of increasing base layer thickness on HMA CDF. The starting point for the analysis (upper most left point in each line) is the design case for each traffic loading, where the design life is 20 years and subgrade CDF is one. The HMA CDF varied from 2.5 to 7.0 initially.
Increasing base layer thickness resulted in reducing the HMA CDF.

For subgrade with CBR of 6, Fig. 10 shows that the design thickness based on subgrade CDF resulted in safe thickness for HMA for A380, A350-100, B747 and the traffic mix. A320 needed a major increase in base thickness from 11 inches to 16 inches. For other aircraft models, the increase in base thickness to assure safe design in both HMA and subgrade was less than 2 inches.

Fig. 11 shows the impact of increasing base layer thickness on HMA CDF for subgrade of CBR of 10. Increasing base layer thickness resulted in reducing HMA CDF for all models. The traffic mix needed the lowest increase in base thickness (only one inch) to assure safe design against HMA fatigue, as the HMA CDF was close to unity. A321 and B737-800 and needed small increase in base layer thickness (3.4 and 4.3 inches) which represent about 25% increase in base layer thickness. A350-900 needed the highest increase in base layer thickness of 6.2 inches (31% increase in base thickness).

Fig. 12 shows the impact of increasing base layer thickness on HMA CDF for subgrade of CBR 15. The traffic mix needed the lowest increase in base thickness (4.2 inches) to assure safe design against HMA fatigue, this present 26% increase in base thickness. A350-1000 needed the highest increase in base layer thickness of 7.6 inches (65% increase in base thickness). A320 resulted in safe thickness. However this was due to the fact that the minimum base layer thickness (6 inches) was more than the needed thickness to assure protecting the subgrade.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The following points represent the main conclusions of this research:
1. The paper investigated the impact of different aircraft models and one aircraft mix on the Subgrade CDF and HMA CDF using FAARFIELD software. The paper further evaluated the impact of base layer thickness on HMA CDF.
2. Studying individual aircraft models, enabled understanding the relative effect of each aircraft model on HMA damage.
3. The FAARFIELD software produces the relative damage for each aircraft in the traffic mix for the subgrade CDF. However, it does not produce such relative damage for the HMA CDF. It is recommended that that FAARFIELD be enhanced to produce relative damage HMA CDF for the overall mix.
4. During the design, the controlling air craft that contributed to most of the subgrade damage was dependent on the subgrade CBR. For weak subgrade, CBR of 3, A350-1000 and the A380 body gear were the most damaging aircrafts. For CBR of 6 the major impact on the subgrade CDF was contributed by A350-1000, which contributed 73% of the damage factor. The other Aircrafts that affected the damage were (B747-400), which contributed 18% of the damage followed by the A380 that contributed 14% followed by A350-900 that contributed 7% of the damage. For subgrade with CBR of 10, the major impact on the subgrade CDF was contributed by A350-900, exactly 92% of the damage, followed by B747-400 which contributed by 5% in the CDF. For strong subgrade with CBR of 15, A350-900 contributed to almost all the damage (100%) and controlled the design. A350-900 had the highest wheel load, and with thin pavement resulting from the strong subgrade, it had the most damaging impact on the subgrade.
5. For weak subgrade (CBR of 3 or 6), the design will be controlled by the subgrade damage while for strong subgrade (CBR of 10 and 15) the design will be controlled by HMA damage.
6. For CBR of 3 and 6, the total pavement thickness will be generally high to protect the subgrade and prevent HMA CDF for a mixed air traffic.
7. The A350-900 had the most severe impact on HMA CDF, followed by B777-300, A380, B747-400 then A350-1000.
8. When using the design feature in FAARFIELD software, the design is controlled only by the damage in the subgrade and does not assure safe thickness for hot mix asphalt layers, i.e many cases showed HMA CDF more than 1.0, reflecting possible fatigue during the proposed design life. It is critical to use the design life feature in the FAARFIELD software and check for the HMA CDF to assure that the designed asphalt layer can resist fatigue cracking.
9. The HMA CDF for the air craft mix is much lower than the HMA CDF of the individual heavy aircrafts.
10. To assure safe design against HMA Fatigue, the need to increase pavement thickness beyond the results based on subgrade CDF was dependent of subgrade strength.
11. For stronger subgrade (CBR of 10 and 15), the HMA CDF was more than one for all cases of loading when the design was based only on subgrade CDF.
12. Increasing base layer thickness resulted in reducing HMA CDF for all aircraft models.
13. The traffic mix needed the lowest increase in base thickness (only one and 4.3 inches) to assure safe design against HMA fatigue for case of subgrade CBR of 10 and 15 respectively. A350-900 needed the highest increase in base layer thickness of 6.2 inches (31% increase in base thickness) for case of subgrade of CBR of 10. A350-1000 needed the highest increase in base layer thickness of 7.6 inches (65% increase in base thickness) in case of CBR of 15.
14. Pavement structure with minimum wearing course and stabilized asphalt course thickness (4 inches and 5 inches respectively) was enough for all cases of loading with the heaviest aircrafts, as long as the base layer thickness was increased to protect against HMA and subgrade failures.
15. There is a need for a hot mix asphalt rutting module in the software that evaluates the rutting within HMA layers as it is proven to be a critical problem in airports serving large aircrafts in areas with high summer temperatures.
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